
2. At the corner of Mercer's Wood Grim's Ditch turns due S, & dies out at the end of Great Widmoor Wood.
4. From SP 894066 SW to 893065 an avenue of trees growing on a slight embankment would suggest the remnants of the bank portion of the earthwork. In Mercers Wood at SP 893065 ditch & bank are again visible, again with ditch on SE side. This existing section of the earthwork curves gradually S to 89200644 where the line of the earthwork turns S through 130° & thereafter runs due S through Great Widmoor Wood to the edge of the wood at ST 8921 0610. Ditch is apparent on E. side of the bank in this latter section. The line of ditch & bank changes direction c. 150yds. S. of & below the 790ft. spot height at SP 89290657.

4. A section of Grim's Ditch hitherto unrecorded properly. Between 8940 0662 & 8930 0651 it is visible as a slight ridge planted with trees & traces of ditch on SE side.

Please list all sources of information overleaf.
Sources of information
1. RCHM BUCKS 1, p.313.

4.(cont.) From 89290649-89230612, with a dog-leg bend at 8922 0642, substantial remains survive along the entire length, with particularly good sections at 8923 0645 & between Gt.& Lt. Widmoor woods where its good survival may be due to its possible re-use as a medieval woodland bank. Throughout this section a ditch is clearly visible on the SE/E side of the bank. This length needs to be properly surveyed on the ground.
S.of Gt. Widmoor Wood a slight ridge just E. of the hedge line running due S. to Timberley Lane at c.SP 8926 0574 may represent the continuation of the Ditch, but is too indistinct to be included.
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